Solvent-Accessible Surfaces of Proteins and Nucleic Acids
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Computer graphics has made the results of x-ray crystallographic studies of proteins and nucleic acids more accessible to biochemists and molecular biologists. Traditionally, computer-generated images of molecular structures have consisted of lines for the chemical bonds (1-3) or spheres (4-7) and ellipsoids (8) for the atoms. I present an alternative representation, that of a smooth, continuous envelope in contact with the atoms that are accessible to solvent.

Applications of this surface representation include enzymology, rational drug design, the elucidation of molecular diseases such as sickle cell anemia, recognition of specific DNA base sequences by proteins and drugs, and the location of possible antigenic determinants on viruses.

The historical basis for the smooth surface envelope method is the work of Richards (9) and colleagues on solvent-accessible area. Their emphasis was on the atoms. I present an alternative representation, that of a smooth, continuous envelope in contact with the atoms that are accessible to solvent.

Applications of this surface representation include enzymology, rational drug design, the elucidation of molecular diseases such as sickle cell anemia, recognition of specific DNA base sequences by proteins and drugs, and the location of possible antigenic determinants on viruses.

The basic approach in this method is to place a probe sphere, representing a solvent molecule, tangent to the atoms of the protein at several thousand different positions. For each probe position that does not experience van der Waals overlap with the atoms of the protein, points lying on the inward-facing surface of the probe sphere become part of the protein's solvent-accessible surface. The probe may be placed tangent to (i) single dots between the three points of tangency, (ii) pairs of atoms, creating a concave arc of dots connecting the two atoms, (iii) triples of atoms, creating a concave triangle of dots between the three points of tangency. For each surface point generated, the numerical algorithm produces not only dots between the three points of tangency, (ii) pairs of atoms, creating a concave arc of dots connecting the two points of tangency, and (iii) triples of atoms, creating a concave triangle of dots between the three points of tangency. For each surface point generated, the numerical algorithm produces not only its coordinates but also an approximate solvent-accessible area, I developed a numerical computer algorithm for placing dots over the solvent-accessible molecular surface of a protein (13, 14). Below, I briefly review the dot surface algorithm and present a new, analytical surface method.

Dot Surfaces

The basic approach in this method is to place a probe sphere, representing a solvent molecule, tangent to the atoms of the protein at several thousand different positions. For each probe position that does not experience van der Waals overlap with the atoms of the protein, points lying on the inward-facing surface of the probe sphere become part of the protein's solvent-accessible surface. The probe may be placed tangent to (i) single dots between the three points of tangency, (ii) pairs of atoms, creating a concave arc of dots connecting the two points of tangency, and (iii) triples of atoms, creating a concave triangle of dots between the three points of tangency. For each surface point generated, the numerical algorithm produces not only dots between the three points of tangency, (ii) pairs of atoms, creating a concave arc of dots connecting the two points of tangency, and (iii) triples of atoms, creating a concave triangle of dots between the three points of tangency. For each surface point generated, the numerical algorithm produces not only its coordinates but also an approximate solvent-accessible area, I developed a numerical computer algorithm for placing dots over the solvent-accessible molecular surface of a protein (13, 14). Below, I briefly review the dot surface algorithm and present a new, analytical surface method.

Summary. A method is presented for analytically calculating a smooth, three-dimensional contour about a molecule. The molecular surface envelope may be drawn on either color raster computer displays or real-time vector computer graphics systems. Molecular areas and volumes may be computed analytically from this surface representation. Unlike most previous computer graphics representations of molecules, which imitate wire models or space-filling plastic spheres, this surface shows only the atoms that are accessible to solvent. This analytical method extends the earlier dot surface numerical algorithm, which has been applied in enzymology, rational drug design, immunology, and understanding DNA base sequence recognition.

Solvent-Accessible Area

Solvent-accessible area was originally defined and computed by Lee and Richards (10) as the area traced out by the center of a probe sphere representing a solvent molecule as it is rolled over the surface of the molecule of interest. These computational methods were invented as a tool for attacking the protein folding problem (9). The problem is that of predicting the three-dimensional structure of a protein given only its primary sequence of amino acids.

Simply measuring a quantity of area is insufficient for the study of many aspects of protein and nucleic acid function, such as substrate binding and catalysis, drug-nucleic acid interaction, and recognition by the immune system. A method for visualizing solvent-accessible surfaces is needed. For this purpose, an alternative solvent-accessible surface definition, proposed by Richards (9), is appropriate. Unlike the original surface of Lee and Richards (10), this alternative molecular surface is not displaced from the van der Waals surface. Instead, it consists of the part of the van der Waals surface of the atoms that are accessible to the probe sphere (contact surface), connected by a network of concave and saddle-shaped surfaces (reentrant surfaces) that smooths over the crevices and pits between the atoms. This surface is the boundary of the volume from which a probe sphere is excluded if it is not to experience van der Waals overlap with the atoms.

Improving on the algorithms of Greer and Bush (11) for calculating contact and

reentrant surfaces and of Shrake and Rupley (12) for calculating solvent-accessible area, I developed a numerical computer algorithm for placing dots over the solvent-accessible molecular surface of a protein (13, 14). Below, I briefly review the dot surface algorithm and present a new, analytical surface method.

Dot Surfaces

The basic approach in this method is to place a probe sphere, representing a solvent molecule, tangent to the atoms of the protein at several thousand different positions. For each probe position that does not experience van der Waals overlap with the atoms of the protein, points lying on the inward-facing surface of the probe sphere become part of the protein's solvent-accessible surface. The probe may be placed tangent to (i) single dots between the three points of tangency, (ii) pairs of atoms, creating a concave arc of dots connecting the two points of tangency, and (iii) triples of atoms, creating a concave triangle of dots between the three points of tangency. For each surface point generated, the numerical algorithm produces not only its coordinates but also an approximate solvent-accessible area, I developed a numerical computer algorithm for placing dots over the solvent-accessible molecular surface of a protein (13, 14). Below, I briefly review the dot surface algorithm and present a new, analytical surface method.

Summary. A method is presented for analytically calculating a smooth, three-dimensional contour about a molecule. The molecular surface envelope may be drawn on either color raster computer displays or real-time vector computer graphics systems. Molecular areas and volumes may be computed analytically from this surface representation. Unlike most previous computer graphics representations of molecules, which imitate wire models or space-filling plastic spheres, this surface shows only the atoms that are accessible to solvent. This analytical method extends the earlier dot surface numerical algorithm, which has been applied in enzymology, rational drug design, immunology, and understanding DNA base sequence recognition.

Solvent-Accessible Area

Solvent-accessible area was originally defined and computed by Lee and Richards (10) as the area traced out by the center of a probe sphere representing a solvent molecule as it is rolled over the surface of the molecule of interest. These computational methods were invented as a tool for attacking the protein folding problem (9). The problem is that of predicting the three-dimensional structure of a protein given only its primary sequence of amino acids.

Simply measuring a quantity of area is insufficient for the study of many aspects of protein and nucleic acid function, such as substrate binding and catalysis, drug-nucleic acid interaction, and recognition by the immune system. A method for visualizing solvent-accessible surfaces is needed. For this purpose, an alternative solvent-accessible surface definition, proposed by Richards (9), is appropriate. Unlike the original surface of Lee and Richards (10), this alternative molecular surface is not displaced from the van der Waals surface. Instead, it consists of the part of the van der Waals surface of the atoms that are accessible to the probe sphere (contact surface), connected by a network of concave and saddle-shaped surfaces (reentrant surfaces) that smooths over the crevices and pits between the atoms. This surface is the boundary of the volume from which a probe sphere is excluded if it is not to experience van der Waals overlap with the atoms.

Improving on the algorithms of Greer and Bush (11) for calculating contact and atoms, creating a dot at the point of tangency, (ii) pairs of atoms, creating a concave arc of dots connecting the two points of tangency, and (iii) triples of atoms, creating a concave triangle of dots between the three points of tangency. For each surface point generated, the numerical algorithm produces not only its coordinates but also an approximate solvent-accessible area associated with the point and an outward-pointing unit vector perpendicular to the surface at that point. The pancreatic trypsin--trypsin inhibitor complex (15) is shown in Fig. 1, with a dot surface for the enzyme only.
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This method has proved useful in enzymology (16–20), immunology (21, 22), virology (23), molecular pathology (24), and the study of protein-ligand (25) and protein-protein (26, 27) interactions.

Despite the many applications of the dot surface numerical algorithm, it was necessary to invent an analytical surface algorithm in order to generate high-resolution color raster display images and to compute more accurate molecular areas and volumes.

**Analytical Molecular Surface**

A continuous molecular surface contour is defined as the union of pieces of spheres and tori joining smoothly at circular arcs. There are three kinds of pieces: concave spherical triangles, saddle-shaped rectangles, and convex spherical regions (Fig. 2).

The computer algorithm proceeds in three steps, one for each shape of surface. First, a probe sphere is placed tangent to every set of three neighboring atoms, and a concave triangle is generated whenever the probe sphere experiences no collisions with any other atoms of the molecule. Each concave triangle has three concave arcs as edges. Next, the saddle rectangles are formed by connecting adjacent concave arcs along the inner surfaces of tori (Fig. 3). The edges of each saddle rectangle consist of a pair of concave arcs and a pair of convex arcs. In the final step, the convex arcs on each atom are grouped to form closed circuits, or cycles, and the boundary of each convex face is defined by zero, one, or more cycles. The equations defining the surface and the details of the computer algorithm will be presented elsewhere (28).

Since molecular areas and volumes are important physical chemical properties of molecules, efforts have been made to calculate them from x-ray coordinates. The areas of the convex faces are referred to in the literature as contact areas, and approximate numerical methods for their measurement have been developed (10, 29, 30). With the surface defined in an analytical fashion, it is now possible to calculate these contact areas exactly. This is done by using the Gauss-Bonnet theorem (31) from differential geometry. This theorem is traditionally used to study the relation of surface topology to integrals of curvature, but since the curvature of a convex spherical face is constant, the integrals simplify and the contact area may be expressed as a function of the atomic radius and the geometry and topology of the boundary cycles. The area of a concave face is calculated in a similar fashion. The area of a saddle face may be calculated by using integral calculus, since it is part of a surface of revolution, the torus.

Molecular volumes have been calculated from protein x-ray crystallographic coordinates, using a polyhedral definition of the protein surface, and these calculated volumes have been compared to experimentally measured partial specific volumes of proteins in solution (32). A smoothly curved definition of the protein surface, such as the analytically defined solvent-accessible surface, should help provide a more accurate measurement of molecular volume. The volume enclosed by the solvent-accessible surface may be calculated by partitioning this volume into simpler shapes whose volumes may be easily calculated by solid geometry and integral calculus. Most of the molecular volume is contained within an interior polyhedron whose vertices are the centers of the solvent-accessible atoms. Coating this
polyhedron is a surface layer that is made up of one piece for each curved face of the analytical surface. This surface layer has an average thickness of about an atomic radius.

As an example of an application of the area method, the contact areas of the atoms of the transfer RNA anticodon (33) have been computed and are shown in Fig. 4. The conjunction of both graphical and area measurement methods makes it possible to see not only how much of an atom is accessible but also where the accessible regions are. For this anticodon and the DNA structures presented below, van der Waals radii with implicit hydrogens have been taken from (30) and a probe with a radius of 1.5 Å has been used.

To illustrate the ability of the analytical method to measure small changes in area and volume, the room-temperature (34) and low-temperature (35) DNA decamer structures are compared. The molecular areas and volumes are 3631 Å² and 6534 Å³ (290 K, 1.9-Å resolution) and 3623 Å² and 6514 Å³ (16 K, 2.7-Å resolution), respectively. The low-temperature structure is 0.3 percent smaller in volume. The room-temperature structure is shown in Fig. 5.

Computer Graphics

The analytically defined surface, being continuous rather than discrete, is well suited to raster display. The input to a raster graphics system consists of a two-dimensional array of picture elements, or pixels, each of which has a color and shade value (36). In order to produce this pixel array from a three-dimensional curved surface, a hidden-surface elimination algorithm is required (37). The analytical molecular surface representation is substantially different from previous curved surface representations, such as polygon mesh, parametric bicubic patches, and solid modeling (38, p. 506), so it was necessary to invent a hidden-surface algorithm for it, which will be published elsewhere (39).

The use of stereo, in conjunction with hidden-surface elimination and shading, gives a vivid demonstration of protein topography (Fig. 6). The copper atom is seen to lie in a deep pit at the active site of Cu,Zn superoxide dismutase (40).

One is not restricted to using spheres to represent individual atoms. For large molecular complexes, it is useful to model a group of atoms with a single sphere. The 2.8-Å structure of aspartate carbamoyltransferase (41) has been modeled with each amino acid residue represented by a sphere centered at the alpha carbon (Fig. 7).

A method for smoothing the junctures between atoms by summing Gaussian densities for each atom and drawing surfaces at various density contour levels was developed by Blinn (42). While the probe sphere method does a similar smoothing, its main effect is not the smoothing of crevices and pits, but rather the complete removal of the van der Waals surface of interior atoms. This interior surface removal is important, because most of a protein's van der Waals surface is in the interior and not directly involved in molecular interactions.

Display of dot surfaces on a real-time color vector system is, in general, more useful than the raster surface representation because (i) the dot surfaces are transparent, enabling chemical bonds and atom labels to be seen, and (ii) the image may be rotated and sectioned in real time. However, the raster system does have the advantage that it can show a larger region of surface at high resolution. This is because raster systems typically display a quarter of a million pixels, while real-time vector systems can handle only 10,000 to 20,000 vectors.

In addition to the shaded-surface raster representation, an analytical surface has a real-time vector representation, where each face of the surface is represented by a set of concentric curved polygons (Fig. 3). These polygons may be calculated in a straightforward manner for concave and saddle faces, but convex faces have less regular shapes. For convex faces, concentric cycles bordering a shrinking contact area are generated by progressively incrementing the radii of neighboring atoms.

An interactive display program is required to manipulate molecular surfaces on a vector graphics system. For the Evans and Sutherland Multi Picture System, this need is satisfied by the general-purpose graphics program GRAMPS (GRAPhics for the Multi Picture System), developed by O'Donnell and Olson (43). GRAMPS may simultaneously display any combination of curved polygonal surfaces, chemical bonds, atom labels, dot surfaces, and arbitrary geometric figures, such as an icosahedron representing a virus capsid (44). The various graphical objects are organized into a hierarchical tree structure and each ob-

---

**Fig. 3 (left).** Trajectory of probe rolling over a molecular surface. The trajectory arcs (red) connect positions where the probe is simultaneously tangent to three atoms. In a corresponding manner, saddle rectangles connect concave triangles. These reentrant surfaces (green) then define the boundaries of the convex surfaces (magenta). **Fig. 4 (right).** Yeast phenylalanyl transfer RNA anticodon (GAA). The contact surface of the three anticodon bases is shown. The contact areas in square angstroms are displayed next to the atom labels.
Fig. 5. DNA dodecamer with sequence: CGCGAATTCGCG. The part of the van der Waals surface of each atom that is accessible to solvent is colored by atom type (red, oxygen; green, carbon; blue, nitrogen). Reentrant surface (white) smooths out the crevices and pits between the atoms.

ject may be independently transformed and colored in real time.

A primary value of the graphical display of solvent-accessible surfaces is that it provides immediately comprehensible information about steric complementarity. This is illustrated by the work of Blaney et al. (45), who used real-time color dot surface graphics to study the fit of the thyroid hormone thyroxin into the binding site of a blood transport protein, prealbumin. They noticed an empty pocket adjacent to one of the phenyl rings of thyroxin. Computer graphics modeling showed that naphthyl analogs of thyroxin would fit into the binding site and the larger naphthyl ring would fill this pocket. When a wide variety of thyroid hormone analogs were tested, those with a naphthyl ring filling this pocket were found to bind better than those which left the pocket empty.

Another use of this surface representation has been to paint chemical information onto it. Weiner et al. (46) did this by coloring the surface dots of proteins and nucleic acids according to electrostatic potential. Interfacing surfaces in protein-protein, protein-ligand, and drug-nucleic acid interactions were seen to have not only topographic but also electrostatic complementarity. The electrostatic surface potential of DNA was seen to be strongly sequence-dependent. This method has also been used to study the binding of the negatively charged superoxide radical to the enzyme superoxide dismutase (47). In the electrostatic method, the potential is evaluated at the center of each probe sphere position that generates a surface point. That is, in addition to being a canvas for displaying chemical information, the surface can play a fundamental role in calculating that information.

Conclusions

The principal use of computer graphics by macromolecular x-ray crystallographers has been in fitting the model to the electron density and in refining the structure (1–3). The methods described above will help crystallographers in the succeeding step of interpreting the solved structure. Scientists in related disciplines will also benefit, since the structures of more than 100 proteins, nucleic acids, and virus capsids have been deposited for general distribution at the Protein Data Bank at Brookhaven National Laboratory (48).

While the display of solvent-accessible surfaces on real-time vector graphics systems is preferred for interactively exploring a macromolecular structure, the color raster display of solvent-accessible surfaces made possible by the analytical algorithm is better able to communicate structural discoveries because of its higher resolution and greater visual realism.

In time, the raster solvent-accessible surface display will acquire more of the capabilities of the vector display. For example, raster graphics methods for displaying transparent surfaces exist (49) and can be adapted to this system. Also, it should be possible to section away the front surface of a protein to display interior pockets and cavities, since the hidden-surface algorithm (39) uses a depth buffer (38, pp. 560–561), where the height of each pixel is stored.
Although these graphical methods were developed to study the protein surface, they should also be useful in visualizing the packing of alpha helices and beta sheets in the protein interior, simply by giving these structural elements individual surface contours. This will bring solvent-accessibility studies back full-circle to their original scientific problem, the understanding of the folding of the polypeptide chain to form protein tertiary structure.
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